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Jonathan, a trained designer and architect, has a passion for creating intuitive 

designs expressing his client's vision and story through engaging graphics.  

At Artist for Humanity Jonathan has art directed projects spanning across all plat-

forms and mediums - digital, analog and experiential.  His work varies from award 

designs and branding to murals and web design.  Jonathan also oversees the man-

agement and mentorship of nine part time teen employees in design, branding and 

conceptual thinking.

Prior experiences include working alongside senior designers to create exhibition 

design and renderings, landing pages, identity, and in house graphics with Proverb. 

As well as internships with Handle Architects, Milennium Partners, and the Boston Globe.

ABOUT 



 The main theme for the award was to create an object 

that’s utilitarian and simple to display either at work or 

at home. After doing research on Tocqueville, we 

wanted to tie the functionality of the award back to 

the views that Tocqueville had while visiting America.  

With the pencil award concept, we wanted to create a 

connection back to Tocqueville who was a writer and a 

thinker. Toucqeville through his writings was able to 

create change and educate a large population.

A pencil might be seen as a primitive tool, but to me...

• it is a versatile tool that illustrates the passing of time

• the sharpening of a pencil represents the fine tuning 

of ideas.

• the marks left by the pencil are the marks we can 

leave in a persons life.
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The award was made out 

of maple which was cut and

milled by Ben the  3d

 sculpture designer. 

We then sent the cut piece 

to a laser engraver who 

engraved the signature and 

the locations for the plaques.

The vendor also printed the 

plaques that fit into the

squares found on the front

MATERIALS
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Utile Architects reached out to Artists for Humanity to 

create a mural for a hall way in one of their clients office 

buildings. The client was looking to bring the 'Outside/ 

Nature into the space'. The brief was minimal and  left 

open for interpretation. I decided to answer their brief 

by collaging some of the iconic structures in the vicinity . 

I used the older existing structures because they have 

more character than the buildings that are currently 

going up in the neighborhood and it connects back the 

history of the area.  

The property, 25 Thompson Place is a brick building 

dating back to the mid-late 1800's  when the area was 

first developed. I found this connection to be  important 

for the mural. As shown in the pictures I also included 

some of the modern building in the area to represent 

the innovation that is happening in the area.

UTILE MURAL
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UTILE MURAL

The buildings in the mural 

are all found around the Fort

Point and Sea Port District.

Some of the buildings are, 

the fire station located on 

Congress St. the Iconic Boston 

Wharf Co. sign found right at 

the entrance to the Fort Point 

District off of Summer St. and

the ICA.

DETAILS
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For Part II of the collaboration with Reebok, I had the 

opportunity to design the experience for the launch of 

the sneaker at Reebok's Union Square store in NYC. The 

challenge for the launch was how to convey who is Artists 

For Humanity? There is a great number of people who 

see AFH as being an after school arts organization. When 

in fact, AFH is an design studio that employees high 

school students to work along side design professionals 

on jobs for clients. 

 

The concept for the in-store experience was to place AFH 

in Reebok's USQ store. The concept consisted of three 

elements. One being the store guest design experience. 

Second, AFH artists did a live painting session. The artists 

created two large paintings that spoke to the collabora-

tion with Reebok. The third element was to have guests 

get their Reebok Classics customized by three AFH artists. 

Each element consisted of one aspect of AFH. The first 

element related to the critical thinking and design skills 

that the employees gain at AFH. The second element 

consisted of bringing the largest studio to the store. The 

third element provided the opportunity to engage with 

the artists.

REEBOK STORE 
ACTIVATION
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REEBOK STORE ACTIVATION
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SNEAKER STATION Concept
The sneaker station is where guests will get a chance to design their own sneakers, and 

participate in assisting the AFH teen artists to complete painting the podiom at the end of 

the station. 

The postcard that the guest draws and colors on will end up being a souvenir of the event. 

*The post card can also serve as a coupon that can be mailed to friends and family. Not 

only will this increase Reebok’s brand awareness it can also make the brand to be seen as 

artistic.

The sneaker ‘station’ is made of of the following items:

1 Post Cards +Markers

2 Podium

3 Sintra Panels containing images of the mood boards

4 Sneaker for sale.



REEBOK STORE ACTIVATION

Click on the screen to play the animation.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vt-aROoARvo
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Harvard Pilgrim commissioned Artists For Humanity to 

create a 1.5 - 2 minute animation to use during their 

award ceremony. The award ceremony revolved around 

the idea of the 'power of small'. The employees all 

contribute to their communities by volunteering and 

having the ability to donate $500 dollars to any organi-

zation or cause they want. Some of the employees rally 

around a cause or organization and collectively donate 

the stipend, resulting in a larger sum of money going to 

a good cause. That is the 'power of small', a greater 

impact through numbers.

HARVARD PILGRIM 
ANIMATION



HARVARD PILGRIM ANIMATION

Click on the screen to play the animation.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h1iyv3Gkj-w
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As part of the animation that was used for the award 

ceremony, Harvard Pilgrim also asked Artist For Humanity 

to create  two distinct awards. One was a general award 

and the second was considered to be a special award. 

For the first award my response to the brief was to 

present the award the same way the employees present 

themselves to the community when they volunteer. The 

visual for the presentation was... the red tshirt. When 

reading the literature about Harvard Pilgrim and the 

affect they have had in the community, the red shirt 

kept on coming up and this became my insparation for 

the award. The design for the second award became a 

shield. The shield came to represent strength, stability 

and protection.

HARVARD PILGRIM AWARD



HARVARD PILGRIM AWARD

Four t-shirt awards were 

created for the event.

AWARD 1



HARVARD PILGRIM AWARD

Two shield awards were given

out to Harvard Pilgrim employees

who went above and beyond

to serve their community.

AWARD 2
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‘The Club’ is a fashionable, chic boxing gym in Fort Point. 

The gym is owned by George Foreman III. George 

Forman III was looking for an apparel line that fit within 

the gyms brand guidelines. 

In response to George Foremans request, I followed the 

clean, modern aesthetics that his brand follows and 

used their font for the text that was put on the apparel. 

The font is sleek, tall and modern, which is a represen-

tation of the clientel that George Foreman is targeting 

for ‘The Club’.

THE CLUB 
APPAREL DESIGN
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PREVIOUS Page

These shirts were designed for the first 

500 people who signed up to be members 

of The Club.

500 Shirt

THE
500 CLUB
EVERYbodY Fights

THE
500 CLUB
EVERYbodY Fights

CLU
BY GEORGE FOREMATHE

THE CLUB APPAREL DESIGN

THE
500 CLUB
The Club by George Foreman III



THE CLUB APPAREL DESIGN

CLUB
trainer apparel 
THE

Size -xtr Sml

YG
The trainers were to have their own line of apparel. There was

to be a whole series of titles to the trainer like ‘YG’ for ‘Young

Gangster’ and ‘OG’ for Original Gangster and other titles would

depend on the category the boxer fought in such as ‘FTHR

WGHT’ Feather Weight.

TRAINERS



THE CLUB APPAREL DESIGN

CAN'T CALL
YOURSELF A
BOXER WITHOUT
THE HOODIE”

“



Steve Hassan is a cult expert and helps families and 

individuals get out of cults Mr. Hassan approached 

Artists for Humanity to create a new home page. AFH 

was to design a hompage and design guidelines for his 

developer to use to update the site. 

 

For Mr. Hassan’s homepage, I decided to create a 

simple and clean layout where the information is easy 

to read and the user would be able to navigate the site 

with minimal effort. 

FREEDOM OF MIND
WEBSITE DESIGN
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FREEDOM OF MIND WEBSITE DESIGN

Everyone deserves the right to build their 
own life free from undue influence, and to 
discover their own way to the truth.

Steve Hassan, and the Freedom of Mind 
Resource Center, can help you or someone
you are concerned about make informed 
positive choices about life.

HOME      SERVICES        INFORMATION       MEDIA       CONTACT

Help For Someone
In A Group Or Cult

Help For Ex-member
Of Group Or Cult

Help With Estranged
Family Memeber

Help With A 
Controlling Relationship

GET ASSISTANCE
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FOLLOW US

Steven Hassan’s new book Freedom of 
Mind provides the knowledge and awareness 
needed to help yourself and loved ones avoid 
or breakaway from dangerous people and 
situations. Learn More Amazon.com and 
other online booksellers 

Freedom of Mind:Helping Loved Ones Leave 
Controlling People, Cults and Beliefs: 2013, 
2nd Edition

716 Beacon Street 
#590443
Newton, MA 02459
Phone: 617 396-4638 
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9:30 to 4:30pm ET

COPYRIGHT © 2011 FREEDOM OF MIND RESOURCE CENTER
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FREEDOM OF MIND: 

Facebook        Twitter         Vimeo          YouTube            LinkedIn

COPYRIGHT © 2011 FREEDOM OF MIND RESOURCE CENTER

Hours of OperationAddress
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We created the branding for Daniel who is a personal 

chef and registered dietitian. 

Daniel is a an active person and into sports we wanted to 

create a brand for him that visually expressed this side of 

him. At the same time we had to make sure that the 

brand would be targeting the clientel that he is serving at 

the moment. His clientel are professionals who are active 

and lead a fast paced lifestyle with many perspctive 

clients being very wealthy.

DANIEL CAMEROTA 
BRANDING
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DANIEL CAMEROTA BRANDING

ABOUT ME SERVICES BLOG TESTIMONIALS CONTACT

ABOUT ME

I am a Registered Dietitian, Personal Chef and Consultant living and cooking my 
away around the beautiful and historic city of Boston, Massachusetts.

My of love food and cooking began early on. My 104 year old great-grandmother 
ingrained my love of food and cooking in me at an early age, prompting me to form a 
lifelong relationship with food. I studied culinary arts in high school, competed 
locally, statewide and nationally and earned a scholarship to the prestigious Johnson 
& Wales University. After a few health issues and unfortunate circumstances, I 
decided to pursue a degree in culinary nutrition and marry my love of food with a 
desire to help people become healthy and give back to my community.

I believe that life is de�ned by the relationships you make along the way. Whether 
it be with a local farmer, a specialty food shop, or a new family. I will search the 
area for the best produce, locally and sustainably raised meats, and the freshest 
�sh to bring in to your home.

I hope to help my clients of all ages reach their personal nutrition, weight loss 
and �tness goals. My background in classical and �ne dining restaurants 
combined with my expertise in nutrition science will help you write your own 
“recipe for success”.

Dan is a member of the Academy of Nutrition & Dietetics, the Massachusetts 
Dietetic Association, the Collegiate & Professional Sports Dietetic Association 
and the American Culinary Federation. He also holds a position on the Board of 
Directors for the Massachusetts Dietetic Association and is ServSafe certi�ed.

SERVICES

Personal Chef

Registered Dietitian

Demonstrations

Catering

Consulting

I was introduced to 
Dan by a friend who 
said “he is simply the 
BEST chef,” and she was 
absolutely right!

 Maggie, Boston Ma



DANIEL CAMEROTA BRANDING

PERSONAL CHEF
Chef Dan o�ers a unique in-home personal 
chef service that trans-forms your home 
intoa restaurant at your convenience.

CONSULTING
Chef Dan provides services including 
menu & recipe development, 
restaurant

CONTACT

DANIEL CAMEROTA RD, LDN
Registered Dietitian
Personal Chef 
Consultant

T. 413.244.0910
E. dan@danielcamerota.com

SUBSCRIBE TO NEWSLETTER

 Name

 Phone

 Subject

 Body

TWEETS

 Tweet to @DanCamerotaRD

CONTACT
For more information or to set up an
appointment email Chef Dan at
dan@danielcamerota.com

REGISTERED DIETITIAN
Chef Dan can help you maximize your 
healthy lifestyle or next athletic event
through his unique “food-�rst” 
approach.

CATERING
From political fundraisers to boutique
weddings, wine dinners to art shows, 
Chef Dan his talented team handle up 
to 200 guests.

DEMONSTRATIONS
Host a cooking class or give an employee 
presentation about health & wellness! 
Contact Chef Dan to schedule yours today.

ABOUT ME SERVICES BLOG TESTIMONIALS CONTACT

SERVICES

RECIPES

TESTIMONIALS

CONTACT

Butternut squash soup
 Simple and easy butternut 

squash soup recipe with a green 
apple for added �avor.

“Beyond his capabilities as a chef, he is 
an 
absolute pleasure to have in our home. 
He 
is smart, kind, interesting and great 
with 
my kids.”

ABOUT ME SERVICES BLOG

SERVICES

TESTIMONIALS CONTACT

PERSONAL CHEF
Chef Dan o�ers a unique in-home personal 
chef service that trans-forms your home 
intoa restaurant at your convenience.

CONSULTING
Chef Dan provides services including 
menu & recipe development, restaurant
conception & design & more.

CATERING
From political fundraisers to boutique
weddings, wine dinners to art shows, 
Chef Dan his talented team handle up 
to 200 guests.

DEMONSTRATIONS
Host a cooking class or give an employee
presentation about health & wellness!
Contact Chef Dan to schedule yours today.

SERVICES

RECIPES

But ternut squ
 Simple and easy 

squash soup recipe 
apple for added



DANIEL CAMEROTA BRANDING

CONTACT
For more information or to set up an
appointment email Chef Dan at
dan@danielcamerota.com

REGISTERED DIETITIAN
Chef Dan can help you maximize your 
healthy lifestyle or next athletic event
through his unique “food-�rst” approach.

Lorem ipsum dolor 
sit amet, consectetur 
adipiscing elit. Integer 
nec odio. Praesent libero. 
Sed cursus ante dapibus 
diam. Sed nisi greens 
dandeli Gumbo 
 beet greens.



A department within Boston Medical asked Artists For 

Humanity to create a logo for a program that helps 

abused and drug addicted women get sober and bac in 

control of their lives. Through this process I mentored the 

9 teen designer that I managed and helped them refine 

their sketches to present to the client. The logo on the 

following page is the logo that was chosen for the depart-

ment. It was designed by Joan St. Laurent. The logos 

following the chosen one are my iterations. Thee concept 

behind those were the overlaying of pieces coming 

together to create a unified piece. Just like the depart-

ment helps the women in different aspects of their life by 

providing them a support structure to help them get back 

on their feet.

RESPECT LOGO DESIGN
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RESPECT LOGO DESIGN
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